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Optimal slot numbers combination for magnetic
noise reduction in variable-speed induction motors

J. Le Besnerais, V. Lanfranchi, M. Hecquet, and P. Brochet,Member, IEEE

Abstract— Numerous empirical rules have been established in
order to rightly choose the number of stator and rotor slots
and limit the audible magnetic noise level radiated by induction
machines. However, these rules never take into account the stator
natural frequencies neither the fact that the motor is run at
variable speed.

In this article, a fast simulation tool of the variable-speed
magnetic noise emitted by induction machines, based on fully
analytical models, is presented. On the ground of these models,
the analytical expression of main magnetic vibrations due to
slotting reluctance harmonics are derived and experimentally
validated, confirming the prime importance of slot combination
in magnetic noise radiation.

Some simulations are then run on a 700 W squirrel-cage motor
in order to quantify the noise emitted by all possible combination
of slot numbers in two and three pole pairs cases, including odd
slot numbers. The obtained database efficiently replaces the old
emperical rules on slot combination numbers and helps designing
quiet induction motors. Similar database can be built for other
power ranges.

Index Terms— Induction machine, magnetic noise, slot number,
natural frequencies.

NOMENCLATURE

br Rotor slot opening width
bs Stator slot opening width
Dr Rotor stack outer diameter
Ds Stator stack inner diameter
fmax Maximum supply frequency
fn n-th circumferential mode natural frequency
fR Rotor mechanical frequency (fR = fs(1 − s)/p)
fs Fundamental stator supply frequency
m Spatial order of a force harmonic
n n-th stator circumferential mode
p Number of pole pairs
qs Number of stator phases
s Fundamental slip
Zr Number of rotor slots
Zs Number of stator slots
µ0 Air-gap magnetic permeability
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T He strong vibro-acoustic influence of the slot numbers
combination used in squirrel-cage induction machines

was experimented at the early beginning of the twentieth
century. Consequently, some researchers started to look for
some general rules to decrease these motor noise and vibra-
tions mainly due to Maxwell air-gap magnetic forces, the first
one being Kron [1] in 1908. During the following decades,
other attempts to infer some general rules from the numerous
experiments run on different motors were done ; an exhaustive
list of these laws can be found in Timar book [2] in 1989 (for
instance0.75Zs ≤ Zr < Zs).

Nevertheless, these rules have major drawbacks: firstly, they
are continuous although magnetic resonances come from dis-
crete harmonic phenomena, as shown in section II ; secondly,
they are independent of the motor natural frequencies and
motor maximal supply frequencyfs, which sizes the frequency
range of magnetic exciting forces, so they cannot correctly
account for resonance phenomena ; finally, some of them
are also based on the limitation of electromagnetic torque
pulsations, whose correlation with the audible magnetic noise
phenomenon has not been clearly demonstrated yet. Some new
reliable design rules have therefore to be established on several
ranges of stator mechanical structure and motor maximum
speed.

In this article is first detailed the phenomenon of audible
magnetic noise generation. Then, a fully analytical model
of the induction machine electromagnetic and vibro-acoustic
behavior, called DIVA [3], [4], is quickly presented. On the
ground of these models are detailed the analytical expressions
of the main magnetic vibration waves due to radial air-gap
Maxwell forces linked with slotting harmonics, in terms of
rotation velocity and number of nodes. These expressions
are experimentally validated by visualizing a stator deflection
shape (Operational Deflection Shape) at some given frequen-
cies. Finally, a simulation method is presented in order to
establish some new low-noise design rules for the slot numbers
combinations. This method is applied to a 700 W, 10 cm
external diameter squirrel-cage induction machine, and the
best slot numbers are given.

II. M AGNETIC NOISE PHENOMENON

Magnetic forces can be classified in magnetostrictive forces
and Maxwell forces. Magnetostrictive vibrations rather affect
low frequencies, and especially the component at twice the
fundamental stator frequency where it can even be in counter-
phase of Maxwell forces in two-pole machines [5], [6]. They
are neglected in this paper that focuses on the reduction of
high-pitch acoustic noise due to Maxwell forces.
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The global effect of Maxwell forces on the stator can be
brought to a Maxwell pressure distribution in the air-gap [7].
This pressurePM is purely radial on stator teeth, it can be
approximated by [8], [2], [9]

PM = B2

g/(2µ0) (1)

where Bg is the radial air-gap flux density. Assuming
that the rotor is not skewed, and neglecting end-effects, this
force distribution is independent of the axial direction and
can therefore only excite some circumferential modes of the
stator, which can be modeled by an equivalent ring as a first
approximation [2], [10]. Each of these circumferential modes
is associated to a number (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ...) and a natural
frequencyfn (see example ofn = 2 in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Example of the elliptical circumferential mode (n = 2) of a
cylindrical shell (structural finite element method).

Developing the magnetic pressure (1) in two-dimensional
Fourier series, it can be expressed as an infinite sum of pro-
gressive force waves of time frequencyf and space frequency
m:

PM (t, αs) =
∑

m,f

Amf cos(2πft − mαs + φmf ) (2)

m is also called a spatial order, it corresponds to half the
number of nodes i.e. zero magnitude points (see Fig. 2 example
for m = 2 where there are four nodes). Note that such a force
wave do not rotate atf frequency, but atf/m frequency.

A magnetic resonance, i.e. large vibration and acoustic
levels, can then occur at two conditions as analytically proven
in [11]:

Fig. 2. Example of a 2-order (m = 2) rotating force wave coming from the
Fourier series development of radial air-gap Maxwell forces distribution. The
fundamental difference with the deflection shape of the stator elliptical mode
in Fig. 1 is the fact that the exciting force nodes are rotating, whereas the
mode deflection nodes are steady, fixed according to the maximal stiffness
points of the structure.
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Fig. 3. Cs function marking the location of stator slot openings alongthe
air-gap.

1) the orderm of the force wave must be the same as
the circumferential mode numbern of the stator ring
(m = n)

2) the frequency of the force wave must be the same as the
frequency of the natural frequency of the stator mode
under consideration (f = fn)

In variable-speed motors, the frequency match condition 2)
is more easily satisfied as the frequencies of magnetic forces
due to fundamental current vary proportionally to the supply
frequencyfs, and therefore sweep a wide frequency range
during starting and braking. There exist an infinite number of
force harmonics, but the magnitude of the vibration waves that
they generate are inversely proportional tom4 [9], so that only
the lowest spatial orders forces lead to significant vibration and
noise (0 to 4 for induction motors up to several hundreds of
kW).

III. M AGNETIC NOISE PREDICTION

A. Electromagnetic model

In order to predict magnetic noise resonances, one must
therefore analytically calculate the Fourier developmentof
PM . This requires an analytical model of the air-gap radial flux
density distribution, for instance a permeance / magnetomotive
force (mmf) decomposition [12]. Neglecting the rotor mmf that
is generally much lower than stator mmf and do not introduce
new noisy resonances [13], this decomposition can be written
as [14]

Bg = Λfs
mm =

µ0

gf
fs

mm (3)

where gf is the air-gap ”fictitious width”, i.e. the mean
length of flux density lines along the air-gap, andfs

mm is the
stator magnetomotive force (mmf). Considering that the stator
mmf is nearly sinusoidal, only the Fourier series of permeance
must be determined. This can be done approximating it by a
crenel function, assuming that a fixed valuedf

s anddf
r for the

mean flux line length entering into stator and rotor slots. This
way, gf can be written as

gf (t, αs) = g + df
sCs(αs) + df

r Cr(t, αs) (4)

whereCs andCr are boolean functions that mark the stator
and rotor slot openings locations (see Fig. 3). [15] expresses
fictitious depths that are proportional to slot openings (df

s =
bs/5 and df

r = br/5). Note that these fictitious slot depths
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do not depend on the real slot depth, but on the slot opening
width, so that for closed rotor slotsdf

r = 0.
Now that the permeance function is fully defined, it can be

developed in Fourier series in order to express all Maxwell
force harmonics. Its Fourier development gives [15]:

Λ = Λ0 +

∞∑

ks=1

Λks cos(ksZsαs)

+

∞∑

kr=1

Λkr cos (krZr(αs − αr))

+
1

2

∞∑

ks=1

∞∑

kr=1

Λkskr{cos((ksZs − krZr)αs + krZrαr)

+ cos((ksZs + krZr)αs − krZrαr)} (5)

whereαr stands for a rotor bar angular position:

αr(t) =
2πfs

p
(1 − s)t = 2πfRt (6)

The detailed expression of coefficientsΛ0, Λks , Λkr and
Λkskr can be found in [15], [4].Λks/r

are inversely propor-
tional to ks/r , so that the higherkr and ks are, the lower
are their associated permeance harmonics. Another important
fact is thatΛkskr is much smaller thanΛks/r

, so it will be
neglected in this paper. Note that it cannot be neglected when
considering saturation effect on noise [16].

Now that the full Fourier development of permeance func-
tion has been determined, one can easily find the expression of
all the air-gap radial flux density harmonics, and then Maxwell
force harmonics resulting from all possible combinations of
flux density harmonics. This gives numerous pressure waves
whose exhaustive list can be found in [13]. However, only the
lowest spatial order ones are significant, and some of them
have very low magnitude as they come from the multiplication
of low magnitude harmonics. Neglecting them, one obtains the
main force harmonics given in Table I.

TABLE I

PURE SLOTTING FORCE LINES EXPRESSION.

Frequencyf Spatial orderm

F−
slot

fs(krZr(1− s)/p− 2) krZr − ksZs − 2p
F 0

slot
fs(krZr(1− s)/p) krZr − ksZs

F+

slot
fs(krZr(1− s)/p + 2) krZr − ksZs + 2p

They can be grouped in three infinite families. They cor-
respond to Maxwell harmonics due to permeance fluctuations
along the air-gap (slotting effect) when feeding the machine
with sinusoidal currents: they theoretically cancel if rotor or
stator slots are fully closed. These forces remain unchanged
when feeding the induction machine with Pulse-Width Mod-
ulation (PWM).

In Table I, it is clear thatZr andZs have a strong influence
on magnetic noise:Zs andZr change the spatial orders of the
exciting force harmonics, andZr changes their frequencies.
Zr is therefore a degree of freedom with higher impact than
Zs, which goes in the right sense as it is less expensive

to manufacture a new squirrel-cage rotor than a stator that
requires rewinding the machine.

We can also see that the phenomenon is discrete: if a
given (Zr, Zs) combination can lead to a low orderm force
harmonic with very high magnitude (e.g.kr = ks = 1), a
very slight change ofZr can make this low order harmonic
disappear or have a very low magnitude.

B. Vibro-acoustic model

The vibro-acoustic model approximates the stator as an
equivalent ring, so that its static deflections and circumferential
modes natural frequenciesfn can be analytically expressed.
The dynamic behavior of the stator structure is modeled using
an empirical law for damping coefficients [10]. The acoustic
power is then computed using the expression of the radiation
factor of an infinite cylinder or a sphere according to the stator
dimensions [17].

A more detailed description of this model can be found in
[13], [4].

C. Validation

The model has been validated at different stages (flux
density, vibration, sound power level) by numerical methods
and/or tests [3], [13], [4], [18], [19].

The natural frequencies computation has been validated with
finite element method (FEM), and hammer shock experimental
modal analysis [4]. These validation results are recalled in
Table II.

TABLE II

STATOR NATURAL FREQUENCIESfn COMPUTATION (HZ) USING

DIFFERENT METHODS. OR: OUT OF RANGE, ID: I NDEFINITE.

n 2-D FEM Hammer shock DIVA

0 14656 OR 14859
1 ID 1200 1234
2 2364 2400 2485
3 6473 6100 6415
4 11898 11700 12065

The expressions of modes and frequencies of Table I have
been validated experimentally by visualizing some stator de-
flection shapes at different frequencies. Some accelerometers
have been placed along the outer median circumference of
the stator stack, and the acceleration signals have been post-
processed in Pulse LabshopR© software. Test-bench motor
parameters are given in Table III.

TABLE III

MOTOR PARAMETERS.

Number of pole pairsp 2
Number of stator slotsZs 27
Number of rotor slotsZr 21
Output nominal power (W) 700
Maximum supply frequency (Hz) 90
Stator stack outer diameter (mm) 204
Stator stack inner diameter (mm) 63
Stator stack length (mm) 80
Airgap width (mm) 0.2
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As an example, we can see that forkr = 5 and ks = 4,
a Maxwell force harmonic with mode5 × 21 − 4 × 27 =
−3 occurs at frequencyfs(105(1 − s)/2); in agreement with
analytical predictions, the operational deflection shape of the
stator at this frequency is a rotating vibration wave of order 3
as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Experimental stator deflection shape at two successive moments at
frequencyfs(105(1 − s)/2).

IV. M AGNETIC NOISE REDUCTION

A. Low-noise analytical rule

In order to avoid resonances between slotting magnetic
forces of Table I and circumferential modes of the stator during
starting (the stator supply frequency going from 0 tofmax Hz),
the following condition must be fulfilled:

fmax(krZr(1−s)/p+2γ) < fn, n = |krZr−ksZs+γ2p| (7)

for γ ∈ [−1, 0, 1], especially whenn is low (0 to 4)
and kr and ks are low (1 to 5). The slot numbers can be
chosen according to this rule, with the help of a simple
computer program. However, how can the designer choose
between a(Zr, Zs) solution generating small but numerous
resonances, and a(Zr, Zs) solution generating a strong but
single resonance ? To quantitatively classify all the possible
solutions in term of acoustic noise, simulation is therefore
necessary.

B. Low-noise slot combination database

The analytical model that has been described in section
III gives a fast MatlabR© simulation tool called DIVA that
can compute the motor magnetic sound power level in only
a few seconds on a 2 GHz laptop. All the slot number
combinations can exhaustively be tested at variable-speed
in order to establish a low-noise slot combination database,
instead of trying to define general analytical rules.

On the ground of the test motor described in Table III, some
virtual four-pole motors with all possible combinations ofZs

andZr from 10 to 50, including odd slot numbers, have been
run from 0 to 2700 rpm. AsZs values are not always propor-
tional to 2pqs, this applies to both integral and fractional-slot
stator windings. These motors were simulated with sinusoidal

supply and sinusoidal mmf in order to simulated pure slotting
noise as defined in Table I.

In all cases, the stator current has been forced to the same
value, in order to have a magnetic excitation of constant
magnitude. However, slotting permeance harmonics magnitude
also depends on slotting ratiosslr/s [15] defined as

sls = 1 −
bs

τs
slr = 1 −

br

τr
(8)

where

τs = πDs/Zs τr = πDr/Zr (9)

To keep these slotting ratios constant when changing the
number of stator and rotor slots, the productsZrbr andZsbs

have also been forced to be constant (otherwise, increasingthe
number of slots would have reduced the slot openings, and
reduced the magnetic force lines magnitude). This way, the
computed noise levels only reflect the resonances effect of the
slot combination, and this independently of the slots geometry
and winding type. Such a methodology allows to decomposing
low-noise guidelines applying to the slot combination numbers
from the ones applying to the slot geometries.

The resulting database is a 50 by 50 table that contains
the maximum and the average magnetic noise level radiated
by each motor during starting phase. Some more data has
been recorded during simulations, such as the number of
resonances, and the excited stator circumferential modes for
each slot combination.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of aZs = 36 stator-slot motor magnetic sound power
level (average and maximum levels during starting) in function of the number
of rotor slotsZr.

An example of the database obtained on motor M1 is
displayed in Fig. 5 forZs = 36, p = 2. In that figure, one can
see that the noise level greatly changes with the number of
rotor slots: the phenomenon is discrete, for instance changing
from 38 or 39 toZr = 40 rotor slots completely changes
the noise level. Some other information has been recorded
during simulations, and illustrated in Fig. 5. For instance, the
participation of each stator mode to the global noise level
shows thatZr = 38 is noisy because it excites the stator
elliptical mode (n = 2). Similarly, it can be observed that
mode number 1 is only excited when the rotor slot number is
odd, which is clear from Table I. Finally, some information
on noise due to saturation has been also displayed: saturation
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modifies the radial air-gap flux density shape, adding new
harmonics that can generate additional resonances [16]. This
effect has not been included in simulations because this work
aims at studying the effect of slot numbers combination on
noise and vibrations independently of the slot shapes that size
the exciting slotting force harmonics, as well as saturation
force harmonics. Some slot combinations can create some
saturation harmonics of order 2, which are especially dan-
gerous when they excite the stator elliptical mode: these slot
combinations have been indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 5 so
that the designer keeps in mind that this kind of combination
can possibly lead to strong resonances due to saturation.

The full 250 element table obtained with these simulations
cannot be shown in this paper, so the quietest combinations
have been selected and are presented in Table IV. They have
been classified for each given stator slot number, because
the squirrel-cage rotor is more easily manufactured than the
stator that comprises winding. The rotor slot numbers are
presented by increasing noise order, but this classification is
rather subjective, especially because two different objectives
are considered at the same time (average and maximum
noise during starting): a weight must be fixed between both
objectives to quantitatively and objectively sort them. Itis
therefore advised to refer to the table full version of this work
in [13]. In this Table, the combinationZr = Zs has been
removed, although it systematically belongs to the quietest
ones, because it creates high synchronous parasite torques
[20]. Other combinations are unrealistic (e.g. whenZr ≫ Zs),
but they are all shown so that some general rules can be more
easily inferred.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from these
simulations. Firstly, whenZs is odd (resp. even), which is
the case for fractional-slot windings, there exist some quiet
combinations with both even and oddZr. Secondly, some
combinations are clearly less noisy than others: it is the case of
Zs that are multiples of 4, withZr also multiples of 4. Indeed
if Zs = 2pqs andZr = 2pqr, the slotting force harmonics have
spatial orders of the form

krZr − ksZs + γ2p = 2p(krqr − ksqs + γ) (10)

which means forp = 2 that they have orders 0, 4, 8 etc:
slotting forces cannot excite the most dangerous stator mode,
the elliptical one.

Note that Table IV results must be used with special care:
it does not account for saturation effects, nor slot geometry
influence, and it is only valid for four-pole motors whose
natural frequencies are close to ones of Table II, and whose
maximal supply frequency during starting is close to 90 Hz.

Ideally, the designer should first choose the slot numbers
using a similar study as this one in order to avoid strong
magnetic noise and vibrations due to slotting harmonics. He
should then check if the slot combination do not create other
strong vibrations due to saturation [16]. Finally, he should
choose the slot opening widths in order to cancel the identified
exciting force harmonics which are left according to [21].

TABLE IV

QUIETEST SLOT COMBINATIONS FOR TEST MOTOR(IN INCREASING NOISE

LEVEL ORDER).

Zs Zr

10 40, 20, 30, 50, 15, 25
11 22, 33, 44, 42, 46, 21
12 48, 16, 20, 32, 24, 28, 36, 40, 44
13 39, 15, 43, 35, 48, 50, 49
14 21, 42, 28, 35, 49
15 30, 45, 13, 41
16 12, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48
17 34, 15, 19, 47, 38
18 27, 36, 45, 47, 16
19 38, 25, 34, 22
20 12, 16, 32, 24, 28, 36, 44, 48, 40
21 42, 14, 28, 35
22 11, 25, 19, 35, 31, 44
23 50, 27, 30, 19
24 12, 16, 20, 32, 28, 44, 40, 36, 48
25 32, 21, 33, 29, 46, 44
26 13, 39
27 18, 36, 45, 50, 37, 31
28 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48
29 25, 33, 18, 23, 40
30 15, 10, 45, 43, 41, 20
31 41, 27, 25, 50, 35
32 28, 12, 36, 20, 16, 24, 40, 44, 48
33 11, 27, 37, 29, 43, 46
34 17, 19, 15, 49, 45, 30, 38
35 13, 21, 28, 39, 47, 49, 42
36 48, 16, 12, 20, 32, 40, 24, 28, 44
37 33, 30, 31, 11, 49, 50
38 19, 31, 42, 17, 34, 50
39 13, 26, 35, 43, 31, 50
40 12, 32, 16, 44, 24, 36, 28, 20, 48
41 33, 35, 15, 45, 49, 32
42 21, 14, 28, 49, 35
43 25, 30, 47, 35, 39, 13, 15
44 12, 16, 36, 20, 48, 28, 32, 24, 40
45 15, 27, 18, 36, 30, 49
46 21, 37, 25, 50, 39, 13
47 29, 43, 17, 39, 18, 30, 41
48 12, 20, 16, 40, 28, 36, 44, 32, 24
49 14, 21, 42, 39, 28, 35, 41
50 40, 41, 31, 23, 20, 44, 28

V. CONCLUSION

The phenomenon of magnetic noise and vibrations due to
slotting harmonics has been analytically demonstrated, aswell
as the strong influence of rotor and stator slot numbers. An
analytical rule to avoid magnetic noise has been established,
but it is rather hard to be used in practical by motor designers.

A fully analytical model of an induction machine vibro-
acoustic behavior has been therefore presented. On the ground
of this model that has been validated at different stages,
several simulations have been run in order to exhaustively
explore the slot numbers combination impact on variable-
speed noise. These simulations have been run with special
care, so that results only reflect the effect of slot numbers on
noise, independently of the slot geometries.

From these simulations, some low-noise combinations have
been clearly established on a 700 W induction machine. These
results can be easily used by designers for motors with similar
natural frequencies.
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